INSTRUCTION
According to traditional project experience and singular perturbation theory, the guidance and control circuits of a missile are always designed independently and separately (Zhao et al., 2015) . Although it has been proved the traditional approaches to be efficient previously, it has obvious disadvantages, such as lack of cooperation, redundant repetition of design, heavier devices and higher cost. Thus, a new approach known as the IGC design method incorporating various control theories is developed to improve the whole system performance (Wenchao et al., 2013) . The idea of IGC design was first proposed by Williams et al. using optimum control and estimation theory (Williams et al., 1983 ). Sharma et al. introduced an integrated guidance and control design for homing missiles based on the back-stepping strategy (Sharma & Richards, August, 2004) . M.Z. Hou et al. used sliding mode control approach to present an IGC law for homing missiles against ground fixed targets (Mingzhe & Guangren, 2008).
In this paper, a model of the IGC system in vertical plane has been established and an IGC algorithm adopting the SMC approach has been investigated. Unlike previous ones, the LOS rate estimated by UKF was given by a strapdown seeker, which was utilized in the IGC algorithm to guide the missile to the target. The results of the numerical simulation by MATLAB proved the scheme to be effective.
MODEL DERIVATION
For convenience, only take the model of IGC system in vertical plane into consideration. Assume that the thrust is zero and ignore the effect of gravity in the terminal guidance phase. The geometry of the missile and target is shown in Figure 1 . Where  and  are the attack angle and the pitching angle,  is the body LOS angle (Sun et al., 2014) , R , q and  are the relative distance, the LOS angle and the flight path angle.
The linearized missile dynamics in the vertical plane can be governed by
Where Q , S and L are the dynamic pressure, the aerodynamic reference area and length, m , V and z J are the mass of missile, the flight velocity and the moment of inertia about z-axis. j i c and j i m are the aerodynamic coefficients, z  the deflection angle for pitch control.
The kinematical equations between missile and target in vertical plane are described as follows
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Along with the above analysis and to simplify the form of expression, the model of IGC system in the vertical plane can be written as is the transformation matrix from the inertial frame to the body frame, which can be found in (Zarchan, 2002) .
In summary, rewriting (5) and (6) for UKF algorithm, the nonlinear state-space model of the LOS rate estimation for the strapdown seeker can be written as follows:
UKF algorithm
In order to obtain the LOS rate from the LOS rate estimation model (7) of the strapdown seeker, a UKF algorithm based on the Unscented Transform (UT),which is a method for calculating the statistics of random variable undergoing a nonlinear transformation (Wan & Van Der Merwe, Oct, 2000), has been used in this paper.
Given that the state vector Above all, the LOS rate estimation of the missile with the strapdown seeker based on UKF has been finished.
IGC law design with SMC
The object is to design an appropriate IGC law based on SMC theory for the IGC system (4) in vertical plane, which can guarantee a zero miss distance and a stable resulted closed-loop system. The null of the LOS rate ukf q given by the strapdown seeker can present the ideal condition for zero miss distance and the null of the rate of pitch z  can realize the attitude stabilization. Hence, choose the corresponding sliding surface and exponential approach law as follows: 
Here the proof is completed.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The feasibility and applicability of the IGC law design in vertical plane is verified by a numerical simulation. Set the initial conditions of the missile as shown in table 1. The position of target is set as (0, 0) m. The parameters of the IGC law (16) are set to be 12 0.7, Figure 3 shows the trajectories of the missile, Figure 4 the curves of the relative distance of missile-target, Figure 5 the curves of the pitch angle, Figure 6 the attack angles, Figure 7 the curves of the pitching deflection angles. Figures 8-10 are the curves of the LOS rate estimated by UKF algorithm for strapdown seeker comparing with the LOS rate calculated by geometric relationship of missiletarget, which is considered to be true value.
The miss distance of the three conditions are 0.4m, 0.6m and 1m in turns. All of the simulation results prove the feasibility and practicality of the proposed IGC design.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an IGC model of a missile with a strapdown seeker in the vertical plane has been formulated, which makes use of the LOS rate estimation of strapdown seeker based on UKF and utilizes the SMC theory to design the IGC law with a proof of stability. The numeral simulation results demonstrate that the proposed IGC law can hit the target with a small miss distance and stable flight attitude angles, which proves the practicality of the design scheme. 
